An Optical IM/FSK Coding Technique for the Implementation of a Label-Controlled Arrayed Waveguide Packet Router


Abstract—In this paper, we present a new concept of optical packet/burst switching suitable for generalized multiprotocol label switched (GMPLS)-based optical networks. In such networks, optical labeled switched Paths are being established in a similar way as label-switched paths in MPLS. We use a wavelength label as well as an orthogonally modulated label, with respect to the payload modulation format, and which is encoded using either frequency-shift keying (FSK) or differential phase-shift keying (DPSK). Wavelength is used for switching in the node, whereas the orthogonal label defines the label-switched path. We present both simulation and experimental results to assess transmission performance of the proposed combined modulation scheme. In addition, we propose a suitable optical node architecture that can take advantage of this stacked label concept. Toward this, we use widely tunable wavelength converters to efficiently route IM/FSK (or IM/DPSK) optically labeled packets in an arrayed-waveguide grating (AWG)-based node structure. We present performance simulation results in terms of packet loss ratio and internal block probability. Internal blocking is an inherent problem of AWG optical routers, and a specific wavelength assignment algorithm has been developed to minimize it. Finally, the feasibility of IM/FSK transmission is experimentally demonstrated over an 88-km single-mode fiber span, and novel aspects of FSK generation and detection techniques are presented.

Index Terms—Arrayed waveguide grating (AWG), differential phase-shift keying, frequency shift keying, GCSR laser, generalized multiprotocol label switched (GMPLS), optical packet/burst switching.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the recent slowdown of the telecommunications market, R&D teams worldwide are trying hard to develop the technology and the systems that will allow the industry to offer cost-effective and reliable solutions to the end-user. The emergence of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) technology has unlocked most of the available bandwidth, reducing costs per bit, which can be expected to further fuel the demand for bandwidth. However, dense WDM does not hold all the answers. The increasing transmission rates will eventually shift the bottleneck from the transport back to the switching nodes. Indeed, current switching technologies are capable of switching at rates of “only” 1–10 Gb/s. While emerging ATM switches and IP routers can be used to switch data using the individual channels (typical rates of 2.5 or 10 Gb/s) within a WDM link, this approach requires tens or even hundreds of switch interfaces to terminate a single link with a large number of channels. Moreover, there can be a significant loss of statistical multiplexing efficiency when the parallel channels are used simply as a collection of independent links, rather than as a shared resource.

Optical packet and burst switching [1]–[4] has been introduced as the main concept to overcome these limitations and fully exploit bandwidth capacity, in a cost-effective way, taking advantage of statistical multiplexing in the sense that packets use outgoing capacity on demand. Statistical multiplexing is especially useful to cope with the burst nature of traffic in data-centric networks. This is in contrast to time-division-multiplexed (TDM) circuit switches that assume regular, periodic traffic, and fixed allocation of packet slots to circuits. Several innovative packet switch architectures have been proposed so far, including switches with recirculating loops [5], the staggering switch [7], the switch with large optical buffers (SLOB) [8], the wavelength routing switch and the broadcast (WRs), and select switch (BSS) [9]. However, work on new architectural concepts, node performance, and intelligent control have lagged behind progress in transmission speeds.

Switches with recirculating loops were the first optical packet switches to address the high bandwidth and buffering issues [5]. This solution, however, increases switch block complexity, since for an $N \times N$ switch with $L$ delay lines for buffering, instead of an $N \times N$, an $(N + L) \times (N + L)$ space switch is required. The staggering switch was the first optical switch designed to truly emulate an output-buffered switch [6], [7].
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Although very promising and influential, this design exhibits unnecessary packet delays and unsatisfactory packet loss characteristics for bursty traffic. Reduction of the packet loss rate for bursty traffic is achieved by cascading many small output-buffered switches, consequently increasing costs, to arrive at a larger buffer depth. The SLOB is an example of such a design [8]. Renaud et al. [9] detailed two WDM shared output-buffered packet switching architectures, WRS and BSS, that were developed through the ACTS Keys to Optical Packet Switching project. The WRS is a two-stage switch that first buffers conflicting packets before routing them to their desired output, where a tunable wavelength converter is used to route packets to the appropriate delay line and output port respectively [10]. Although the WRS is an improvement of the staggering switch by being nonwasting, it suffers from the same scalability and modularity issues. In the BSS [11], fast semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) gates are used to select the appropriate packets at each output for each time slot [12]. The BSS architecture is also “nonwasting” and one of the few proposed architectures that can easily provide multicasting. In addition, it can be used as the building block in a multistaged switch [13] to allow for a modular growth, up to several hundreds of switch I/Os.

Apart from the architectural issue, it is also of paramount importance to efficiently encode routing/switching information for each optical packet or burst of packets. Up to now, two main approaches have been investigated: bit-serial and parallel multiplexing of the header—hereinafter called label—and the payload data. Bit-serial multiplexing, however, imposes stringent processing requirements in the nodes, especially when the label rate is high and is extremely bandwidth wasting when the label rate is low [10], [14], [15]. Parallel multiplexing techniques are more promising and yield significant advantages when applied to optical packet bursts. The label data are at a significantly lower rate and separated in frequency from the payload.

The advantage of having out-of-band labels on a separate (control) wavelength, as already adopted in [3], is the capability to separate the switching from the control plane, allowing easy label data extraction, detection, and processing and providing a quick and efficient single forwarding algorithm based on label swapping. In addition, a serious amount of high-speed O/E/O converters is avoided, as payload data are delayed until the end of the electronic processing. Up to now, subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) has been investigated as a possible implementation option of parallel payload-label multiplexing [16]–[18]. To this end, label information is multiplexed on a radio-frequency signal, generating two symmetrical optical tones around the center optical frequency. However, fiber dispersion and fiber nonlinearities such as cross-phase modulation (XPM) and four-wave mixing (FWM) [19] or carrier fading due to polarization maintaining dispersion (PMD) [20] may generate significant amounts of crosstalk between adjacent SCM channels since they are very closely spaced.

In this paper, we present a new concept of optical packet/burst switching using two level optical labels. That is a wavelength label and an orthogonally modulated label, with respect to payload modulation format, and which is coded using either frequency-shift keying (FSK) or differential phase-shift keying (DPSK). This scheme is supported by the generalized multi-protocol label switched (GMPLS) protocol, by which optical label-switched channels can be established in a similar way as the electronic label-switched paths (LSPs) in the MPLS protocol [21]. The orthogonal label carries the data information that identifies the LSP, while wavelength is used for switching within the node. In addition, we propose a label-controlled node architecture that can take advantage of this stacked label concept. This node design efficiently integrates widely tunable wavelength converters and arrayed waveguide gratings and is capable of performing routing and switching functions based on the information encoded either in the wavelength and/or orthogonal label [22], [24].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the label-controlled optical router, and qualitative performance results are given in terms of packet loss ratio and internal blocking probability. Furthermore, a specific wavelength assignment algorithm has been developed to cope with the internal blocking problem of the arrayed-waveguide grating (AWG)-based node structures. Section III discusses the transmission performance of the proposed combined modulation formats (IM/FSK and IM/DPSK) with emphasis on the implementation of an IM/FSK transmission link. Finally, Section IV presents novel aspects on the implementation of optical FSK transmitters, and results of an IM/FSK transmission experiment over an 88-km SMF span.

II. LABEL-CONTROLLED ARRAYED WAVEGUIDE GRATING ROUTER

The setup of the label-controlled packet router is shown in Fig. 1. Both the wavelength and the orthogonal (DPSK or FSK) label of the bursts in each of the N wavelength channels on each of the M input fibers are examined at each node. After their inspection, the appropriate optical path is set along which the packet payload data are forwarded transparently. New labels are reinserted for each burst, using a two-level integrated optical swapper [22], [23]. Subsequently, depending on the converted wavelength, each packet is directed to the appropriate output via the arrayed waveguide grating [25], [26]. Special wavelength labels can be reserved for buffering, multicasting, and dropping purposes. A router handling N wavelengths and having M incoming/outgoing links requires (M + 2) · N label swappers followed by a [(M + 2) · N] × [(M + 2) · N] AWG. In such a design, N ports of the AWG are reserved for adding packets and N additional ports for multicasting. Similar functionality can be achieved in a more modular way, e.g., in an N = 4 and M = 2 node by incorporating three 4 × 4 AWGs [24] or even 2 × 2 AWGs [27].

For two-level label swapping, a Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI) with two SOAs in its branches will be used, in combination with a tunable laser at its input [24]. The incoming intensity-modulated payload/label data are transferred to a new wavelength by means of wavelength conversion via cross-phase modulation. As the cross-phase modulation in the SOAs is driven by the intensity modulation of the incoming packet, and not by its phase modulation, the optical DPSK or FSK label of the label is erased. To this end, a new wavelength label is set.
Fig. 1. The label-controlled optical packet router setup.

and at the same time the orthogonally modulated label of the packet is removed. In addition, in the case of FSK labeling, a new FSK label is generated by modulating the phase section of the tunable laser as described in Section IV-A, whereas in the case of DPSK labeling, a new DPSK label is generated using an additional phase modulator.

Of crucial importance for node designs based on AWGs is their high blocking probability, which results in increased packet losses [28]. In order to assess its performance, we developed a wavelength assignment algorithm that finds the optimal wavelength converter settings for every active input port arriving at the highest possible throughput through the routing node. The algorithm [29] is based on a simplified node model (see Fig. 2), where we consider only input and output fibers. In addition, only symmetrical $M \times M$ switches were considered, bearing in mind that each incoming and outgoing link in reality will have the same number of operational wavelengths.

The operation of this simplified model can be represented in a table structure, as displayed in Fig. 3(a). This figure shows the input/output connectivity, whereas the elements of the table denote the wavelength used. In other words, the table shows which wavelength drives a packet from a specific input port to a specific output port. However, the incoming fibers carry a subset of eight wavelengths ($\lambda_0$ to $\lambda_3$) and therefore the wavelengths shown in gray in Fig. 3(a) are not used. For example, a packet entering the node via port 1, requesting output port 0, must be wavelength converted to $\lambda_7$, which is not used. This results in internal blocking of the switch, with various probabilities depending on how the AWG output ports are combined. Fig. 3(b) shows two such output port combinations versus wavelength for output fiber $O_0$. The elements in both tables denote the input port that is connected via a certain wavelength (row) to a certain output port (column). In that way, the blocking behavior of the node is easily seen by checking the rows of each table. For example, in the case of the bottom table of Fig. 3(b), a packet from incoming port 4 cannot be routed to output fiber $O_0$; or, in the case of the upper table of Fig. 3(b), packets arriving from input ports 0, 2, and 4 have to be converted to either $\lambda_0$ or $\lambda_2$ in order to be routed to output $O_0$. However, since the three signals are multiplexed together in one output fiber, they should be on different wavelengths. This implies that one of the packets has to be dropped. In order to evaluate the severity of the internal blocking and the impact of the configuration of the output ports, we applied our wavelength assignment algorithm [29].

For the development of the algorithm, synchronous operation with fixed length packets is assumed. To this end, packets that are present on the input ports are all synchronized in time, which allows identification of the simultaneously active incoming links for applying the wavelength assignment algorithm. The method is based on the maximum matching algorithm [30], according to which the problem is translated in
a graph problem for every output fiber separately by creating a bipartite graph as follows.

Every input port is represented by a node, as is every wavelength. An edge is present between an input port node and a wavelength when a conversion of the signal on that input port to that wavelength arrives in the considered output fiber. Finding the maximum throughput then corresponds to finding a maximum matching in the graph. Using this algorithm, four output port configurations were simulated and presented in the sequence. $F$ is the number of input fibers and $W$ is the number of wavelengths.

- $T1$: Output fiber $O_i$ contains ports $i \cdot W + k$, $k = 0, \ldots, W - 1$; this is simply grouping the output ports ordered, as displayed by Fig. 2. However, as previously mentioned, this is certainly not a good configuration, as some ports cannot be switched to a certain output fiber.
- $T2$: Output fiber $O_i$ contains ports $i \cdot W/F + j + kW$, with $k = 0, \ldots, F - 1$ and $j = 0, \ldots, W/F - 1$.
- $T3$: Output fiber $i$ contains ports $i + k \cdot F$, $k = 0, \ldots, W - 1$.
- $T4$ is a derivative of $T3$: Output fiber $O_0$ contains output ports $pW$ and $2 \cdot F - 1 + k \cdot F + pW$, $k = 0, \ldots, W/F - 2$, $p = 0, \ldots, F - 1$. To the rest of the output ports, the remaining fibers are assigned in a round robin way. So the remaining outputs $O_i$ contain the ports for which $j \bmod (F - 1) = i - 1$, where $j$ stands for the remaining AWG output ports, renumbered to $0, \ldots, (F - 1) \cdot W - 1$.

We calculated for all the aforementioned configurations the packet loss ratio due to the blocking probability of the switch. For this, we assumed both contending and noncontending traffic with a Poisson arrival distribution. Destinations of the packets are considered uniform, in the sense that all destinations are evenly likely. In contending traffic, more bursts than the number of wavelengths are allowed to be destined to the same output fiber. The contrary holds for noncontending traffic. The simulation was carried out for a three-fiber, 12-wavelength switching node, and thus, a $36 \times 36$ AWG is assumed. Fig. 4 displays the packet loss probability in function of the applied load for the four different output port configurations in the case of noncontending traffic. With noncontending traffic the difference between the four configurations is more evident. It is worth noticing that for an ideal nonblocking switch the packet loss ratio with this traffic pattern must be zero. From Fig. 4 it can be seen that configuration $T1$ results in a constant high packet loss ratio. This is due to the inability of input ports 0, 12, and 24 to reach two of the three output fibers. All other input ports are blocked from one of the output fibers. So, a loss probability of $3/36 \cdot 2/3 + 33/36 \cdot 1/3 = 13/36$ is found. These calculations are in fact underestimates of the actual loss, since there are other situations that can lead to additional loss. However, the loss related to internal blocking is so high that extra loss has no visible effect on the overall performance. The same also applies for two fibers and four wavelengths, where input port 4 could never reach $O_0$ or input port 0 could never reach $O_4$ [see Fig. 3(a)].

On the contrary, configuration $T4$ results in the lowest blocking probability. This has an intuitive explanation: as in a very regular table structure, several ports tend to have the exact same (sub)set of possible wavelengths, so they behave exactly the same and are thus very strongly coupled. If this coupling is weakened, it is possible to make better wavelength choices for the different input ports, resulting in a lower loss probability. The coupling is then in fact more randomly smeared out over the input ports. We must note here that it is impossible to find an output port combination that completely overcomes internal blocking. The general conclusion, however, is that a very irregular structure is preferable.

Similar simulations were carried out for contending traffic, and Fig. 5 displays the corresponding packet loss ratios as a
function of the applied load for fiber combinations T1..T4. It is worth noticing here that the behavior of the AWG-based switch, when combined with the maximum matching wavelength assignment algorithm, lies very close to that of an ideal nonblocking switch (ideal curve in Fig. 5). Therefore, it is important that the output ports are combined using a good wavelength assignment algorithm, which results in a very low blocking probability. This can also be seen when random wavelength assignment is enforced (random curve in Fig. 5), which results in higher packet loss ratios.

Finally, Fig. 6 displays the packet loss ratio change when more (or less) wavelengths are added for the switch to accommodate more (or less) traffic. Furthermore, the increase in the number of wavelengths is necessary in order to decrease the high packet loss ratios that such AWG-based node architectures exhibit. As a rule of thumb, a loss ratio of less than 10^{-6} would be acceptable.

III. COMBINED IM/FSK AND IM/DPSK PAYLOAD/LABEL MODULATION FORMAT

In the two-level label scheme we are proposing, the wavelength label determines the forwarding operation of the AWG router while a second label contains more detailed information for the label-switched path. The second-level label is orthogonally modulated to the payload’s amplitude modulation, e.g., angle modulation. Angle modulation schemes enable the control information to modulate the phase or frequency of the optical carrier. The labeling process is illustrated in Fig. 7. The high-speed payload data are transmitted using intensity modulation, while moderate-speed label data are transmitted on the same optical carrier by angle modulation. FSK labeling can be obtained by direct current modulation of the laser, whereas an external phase modulator is required in case of DPSK labeling. Then the payload information and label information can be detected using different demodulation techniques at the receiving end. Such an optically labeled signal has a compact spectrum and has shown its robustness in the label-swapping node [22].

Due to their capabilities in the direct detection scheme, both DPSK and FSK are attractive candidates for the modulation format of the second label. In fact, the feasibility of combined intensity modulation and angle modulation has been previously demonstrated in an experimental WDM network [36]. However, a coherent detection scheme was employed in those experiments. In this section, we will investigate the performance of combined IM/PSK and IM/FSK formats in labeled signal transmission links employing a direct detection scheme.

For the combined modulation format, an optimal IM extinction ratio should be obtained in such a way that both the payload and label data can be correctly detected. By increasing the IM extinction ratio, the sensitivity of the payload IM receiver is improved, but the sensitivity of the FSK (or DPSK) receiver is degraded. We assess the performance of both combined modulation schemes by simulating transmission links employing direct detection for the IM and FSK data and a balanced detection scheme for the DPSK data. Fig. 8 shows the schematic diagram of the simulated link with the IM/FSK and IM/DPSK transceivers. The receiver sensitivity for the IM and the FSK (or DPSK) receiver is defined as the average received power to achieve a bit error ratio (BER) of 10^{-9} and 10^{-12}, respectively. The BER of the label receiver is required to be much better than the one of the payload receiver, as routing errors will cause the loss of many packets, whereas bit errors may be corrected by upper link layer protocols. Residual amplitude modulation due to direct FSK modulation of the laser source for combined IM/FSK format is included in the simulations. In both transmission links, the payload data are 2^{23}-1 pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) pattern running at 10 Gb/s, whereas the label data are 2^{7}-1 PRBS at 155 Mb/s.

Fig. 9 displays the sensitivity change of IM, FSK, and DPSK receivers versus the IM extinction ratio for various transmission links. In the case of FSK, a tone separation of 20 GHz and an FSK-induced residual intensity modulation of 0.46 dB are assumed. In addition, laser linewidths of 100 and 2.5 MHz are assumed for FSK and DPSK, respectively. From Fig. 9, it
can be seen that the IM/DPSK combined format can achieve a transmission distance of 60 km of typical SMF without any significant receiver sensitivity degradation, whereas IM/FSK can only achieve a transmission distance of 15 km. This is due to the walkoff between the FSK tones spaced at 20 GHz. Apart from the IM extinction ratio, another important parameter is the laser linewidth. We simulated a 60-km fiber link for different laser linewidths.

Fig. 10 displays the calculated receiver sensitivities at the aforementioned BER values, in the case of 50- and 100-MHz linewidths for FSK and 2.5, 5, and 7 MHz linewidths for DPSK. For reasons of comparison, 9.6 km of dispersion compensating fiber was added in the case of FSK to compensate for the dispersion of the 60-km standard SMF link. It is evident that DPSK data detection imposes stringent requirements on the laser linewidth, while FSK can tolerate much higher values. The optimum IM extinction ratio for the combined IM/FSK format is about 7–8 dB, while for the combined IM/DPSK format, values close to 8 and 7 dB were found for laser linewidths of 2.5 and 5 MHz, respectively. The overall sensitivity of the label and payload receiver can be optimized, adjusting the optical coupler ratio [22].

From the above discussion, we may conclude that IM/FSK offers a significant advantage over IM/DPSK as a payload/label coding option. Despite limitations imposed by dispersion, its simplicity in terms of creation/detection and laser linewidth re-
Fig. 10. Receiver sensitivity change against IM payload extinction ratio for various laser linewidth values. (i) IM/FSK combined modulation format. $a = 50, 100$ MHz for IM, $b = 50, 100$ MHz for FSK, $c = 50, 100$ MHz overall. (ii) IM/DPSK combined modulation format. $a = 2.5, 5, 7$ MHz for IM, $b = 2.5$ MHz for DPSK, $c = 5$ MHz for DPSK, $d = 7$ MHz for DPSK, $e = 2.5$ MHz overall, $f = 5$ MHz overall, $g = 7$ MHz overall.

Fig. 11. Grating coupler with rear sampled reflector (GCSR) laser.

requirements makes IM/FSK the preferred implementation option. In addition, with an optimized dispersion compensation scheme, extended transmission distances can be expected. On the contrary, implementation of IM/DPSK requires an MZ interferometer with a single bit delay at the receiver, which may severely impact performance due to potential instability.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF AN IM/FSK TRANSMISSION LINK

In this section, we present results of an IM/FSK transmission experiment over an 88-km SMF span. In addition, we present the potential implementation of an FSK transmitter using a GCSR laser. Due to their wide tunability, a single device can be used for wavelength label swapping operation as well as for generation of the required, symmetrical FSK label.

A. FSK Transmitter Implementation Using GCSR Laser

In this section we show that the desired FSK tone spacing can be achieved with a low FSK modulation index and a high side-mode suppression ratio. We used a four-section monolithic InGaAsP/InP laser from ADC-Altitun S.A. $^1$ Fig. 11 displays the laser structure, showing a gain section followed by a vertical codirectional coupler, a phase section, and a sampled distributed Bragg reflector section [31]. In such lasers, the modulated Bragg reflector section provides a comb of peaks and the codirectional coupler can select any of these. The emitted wavelength depends on the refractive index difference of the coupler filter. Continuous wavelength tuning is achieved by adjusting all currents applied to reflector, coupler, and phase sections. Coarse tuning is performed with only the coupler section current. This gives a wavelength “band” that is accessible by the other tuning currents. Within this wavelength band, the reflector section current tunes the lasing wavelength to the exact desired frequency. Fine tuning is performed with the phase section current to ensure a high side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR).

Tuning to a particular frequency requires simultaneous adjustment of all three tuning currents. Fig. 12(a) displays the combination of currents, required to obtain the different emission frequencies of 41 ITU channels on a 100-GHz grid. The output power variation and SMSR for each of the 41 channels is

$^1$http://www.adc.com/Library/Literature/100064.pdf
shown by Fig. 12(b). The average output power is about 2 mW and the average SMSR is close to 40 dB, with a variation of 25% and 12%, respectively. The channel-to-channel power variation, however, can be significantly reduced if the gain section current is also detuned [32].

It can also be observed that the output power increases for low tuning currents due to the shift of the lasing mode toward the gain maximum, whereas for high tuning currents, the output power decreases due to free-carrier absorption. Finally, it is worth noticing that the power dips in Fig. 12(b) exactly coincide with the maximum reflector current values in Fig. 12(a). For the implementation of FSK, frequency detuning with a low modulation index and a high SMSR must be achieved. This requirement can only be met by modulation of the phase current. To this end, the label signal will modulate the phase section and data will be encoded on the two generated optical tones. It has been found that a maximum detuning of 60 GHz could be obtained by phase current modulation only [39]. In our case, a frequency deviation of ±10 GHz would be adequate for sufficient filtering of the label/payload data at the receiver [24]. However, for specific ITU channels, the corresponding phase currents were too small [see Fig. 12(a)], prohibiting modulation. This can be overcome by adjusting the reflector currents to higher values, achieving the required ±10 GHz frequency detuning for almost all ITU channels.

Fig. 13 displays the corresponding phase section currents required for ±10 GHz detuning away from the center ITU wavelengths. Fig. 14 displays the modified as well as the original values of the reflector current for setting the ITU channels. In an ideal optical FSK transmitter, the power difference between the two tones is negligible as a result of low modulation indexes. We have measured the power variation of the FSK tones in a static way as well as the corresponding phase current difference for a total 20-GHz symmetrical detuning. Fig. 15 displays the results. The side-tones for a sample channel at 195.2 THz are shown in Fig. 16. This result indicates that 30 dB “intertone suppression” is possible with this device. However, in this case the FSK switching square-wave was merely 1 MHz. As this modulation rate rises, the intertone dip rises to a plateau; this is believed to result from a combination of drive pulse risetime and the measurement response. A fast apparatus [38] with 150-ps risetime is being adapted to verify this [39].

Control of the frequency for the 195.2-THz channel is illustrated in Fig. 17. Frequency control from 191.167 to 192.227 THz, a range of 60 GHz, is achieved under slow tuning of the phase current. So, FSK tones at ±10 GHz will be well within the safe operating region that avoids mode-hopping. This is imminent at the extreme ends of the range so that a guard region is desirable around the center bias point. The
Fig. 15. Power variation and corresponding phase current difference of FSK optical tones for each ITU wavelength channel. Gain current is set to 101.7 mA.

Fig. 16. FSK modulation at 195.2 THz (device ADC-972) showing 30-dB intertone suppression. Horizontal scale 31 GHz/div.

Static $I_P$ versus $I_R$ current plane is displayed for this device in Fig. 18, where the grayscale represents optical frequency. We can infer from the shape of the modal regions (horizontal “stripes” within which continuous tuning is achieved) why this particular device has superior FSK ability. For other devices these modal spans are more curved, arcs rather than horizontals, and phase current tuning alone reaches a boundary sooner. In such cases, the reflector section current needs to be adjusted as well to drive the laser along an arc between mode boundaries, adding to drive complexity. On the same point, we note that this study reveals the importance of careful $I_R$ bias and center $I_P$ current selection for the FSK sweep in order to always ensure a well-centered dc bias for each channel. This in turn may require modification of the normal lookup table for the ITU grid when FSK labeling is to be deployed in conjunction with packet wavelength identification.

In conclusion, FSK coding can be implemented with GCSR lasers applying the right current combination. Easy application of the correct current combination is obtained by mounting the laser chip with a microprocessor, programmed with a control protocol and a specific set of data pertinent to the laser. These data will correspond to a certain combination of currents for selecting the ITU channel, while external modulation of the phase current will provide the desired frequency deviation. Further study will address the modulation bandwidth of the specific section current [33], [34], [39].

Fig. 17. Static frequency characteristic at a selected channel indicating a potential 60-GHz sweep for FSK around 195.2 THz.

Fig. 18. $I_P$ versus $I_R$ plane with grayscale for optical frequency detailing behavior at the 195.2-GHz channel.

B. An FSK-Labeled Signal Transmission Link

To verify the feasibility of the optical FSK labeling scheme, an 88-km SMF transmission link was set up as shown in Fig. 19. Within this context, the wavelength label and the signal data rates were randomly chosen. The optically labeled signal, consisting of a 10-Gb/s payload and a 312-Mb/s label, was first generated, then transmitted over 88-km SMF, and finally detected using direct detection receivers. Two pseudorandom pattern generators were used to generate a $2^{23} - 1$ PRBS payload pattern at 10 Gb/s and a $2^{27} - 1$ PRBS label pattern at 312 Mb/s. The transmitter was based on a directly modulated DFB laser, operating at 1555 nm, integrated with an electroabsorption modulator. This setup can be used as a simple alternative to a GCSR laser for FSK label generation in case wavelength tunability is not required. The FSK tone spacing was set to 20 GHz. The DFB direct modulation at 312 Mb/s generates two asymmetric optical tones, in the sense that the FSK signal is combined with residual amplitude shift keying (ASK). However, by driving the electroabsorption modulator with the conjugate data signal from the electrical channel of the pattern generator, the residual ASK modulation is removed and a symmetrical FSK detuning around 1555 nm can be obtained [37]. Payload data were added using a 10-Gb/s chirp-free Mach–Zehnder intensity modulator (MZM). Fig. 20 shows the optical spectrum of the direct modulated DFB laser at 312 Mb/s (pure FSK) as well as the IM/FSK spectrum after the payload modulation with the MZM. In the sequence, the labeled signal is amplified to 10 dBm and launched into the fiber. The transmission span consisted of 88-km SMF and a matching length of dispersion compensating fiber (DCF). The
DCF was inserted into the link based on a hybrid dispersion compensation map (i.e., its length was split equally before and after the transmission fiber) to give optimized transmission performance.

At the receiver node, the labeled signal was split using a 3-dB optical coupler. One of the outputs was directly detected by a photodiode, and thus the optical payload was converted into the electrical domain. In the other arm, a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) was used to filter out a single tone of the FSK labeled signal, thus achieving demodulation. An electrical receiver with 1.8-GHz bandwidth was used for the detection of the demodulated label data. The suppression ratio between the two optical tones was measured after the FBG and was found to be 20 dB. Fig. 21 displays the eye diagrams of the labeled signal after transmission. As the simulation results predict, crosstalk is introduced between the payload and the label. The received label eye diagram has a multi-level structure due to the amplitude modulation of the payload as can be seen in Fig. 21(b). The extinction ratio of the payload is a determining factor of the labeling process. Fig. 22(a) illustrates the relation between the measured receiver sensitivities of the payload and label and the extinction ratio of the payload in the back-to-back case. The sensitivities are evaluated at a BER of $10^{-9}$. From this figure, it is found that a good tradeoff between the label and payload performance can be achieved with nearly 6-dB extinction ratio. Fig. 22(b) shows the BER curves measured for the payload and the label when the payload extinction ratio is equal to 6 dB. The transmission penalties for label and payload after the 88-km SMF + DCF span are 2.2 and 1.2 dB, respectively.

These experimental results indicate that the combined IM/FSK modulation scheme can be a promising candidate for optical labeling, while its performance should be improved further for the purpose of practical applications.
In this paper, we presented a new concept of encoding label and payload data suitable for both optical burst- and packet-switched networks. In this approach, label information is encoded in FSK format, while the payload is encoded in typical IM format. Both FSK data and wavelength are treated as labels and are used for routing/switching in a GMPLS-based network, identifying the label-switched path. We also discussed and analyzed a suitable node architecture based on arrayed waveguide gratings that can accommodate the proposed combined modulation format. For this, we developed a wavelength assignment algorithm to cope with its inherent blocking probability. Finally, we investigated the feasibility of obtaining the FSK detuning using widely tunable GCSR lasers and experimentally demonstrated FSK/IM transmission over an 88-km SMF span. Based on the simulated and experimental results, we conclude that the combined FSK/IM modulation scheme can be a promising solution for optical labeling. Its performance can be further improved, using GCSR lasers as wavelength tunable FSK transmitters and by optimizing dispersion to cope with the tones walkoff.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a new concept of encoding label and payload data suitable for both optical burst- and packet-switched networks. In this approach, label information is encoded in FSK format, while the payload is encoded in typical IM format. Both FSK data and wavelength are treated as labels and are used for routing/switching in a GMPLS-based network, identifying the label-switched path. We also discussed and analyzed a suitable node architecture based on arrayed waveguide gratings that can accommodate the proposed combined modulation format. For this, we developed a wavelength assignment algorithm to cope with its inherent blocking probability. Finally, we investigated the feasibility of obtaining the FSK detuning using widely tunable GCSR lasers and experimentally demonstrated FSK/IM transmission over an 88-km SMF span. Based on the simulated and experimental results, we conclude that the combined FSK/IM modulation scheme can be a promising solution for optical labeling. Its performance can be further improved, using GCSR lasers as wavelength tunable FSK transmitters and by optimizing dispersion to cope with the tones walkoff.
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